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作者是寶石鑑證師及專業牙科醫生，亦是顯赫
翡翠家族傳人，憑藉其對翡翠的深入了解和雄
厚經驗，以分割一件硬玉質翡翠原石作開石日
誌，簡介觀察天然翡翠原石的技巧、重點和評
估參數。
A. INTRODUCTION
Using a boulder owned by his family, the author
describes and illustrates the process of assessing,
cutting and evaluating jadeite jade rough to
maximize its investment potential.
[For the purposes of this article jadeite jade will be
referred to simply as jadeite, jade or fei cui.]
In the early 1960s jade miners working with
a bulldozer in the shallows of a riverbed in my
family’s mine in Sanka (山卡), Northern Myanmar,
recovered a promising looking boulder. Sanka is
situated on the right bank of the Uru River just
opposite its junction with the Nansant stream.
The mine, Sanka (山卡), is considered one of the
best of the old mines, producing jadeite of a very

appealing yellowish-green colour. This boulder
(Fig. 1) weighed 101 catties (approx 61 kgs). It was
given a serial number painted onto the skin with
traditional Chinese brushstrokes (Fig. 1) and my
parents named it the Royal Jade Boulder (權玉). In
this article I will use its story to demonstrate how,
in the jade industry, we assess and evaluate jade
for resale. Using techniques handed down from
generation to generation, I have formalized, in a
set of simple parameters, a method of evaluation
that is as close to being scientific as I believe you
can get in this business of “gambling stones”.
My father, Lee San Chiek (李生澤，雲南騰冲人;
U LOY YO in Burmese), shipped the Royal Jade
Boulder to Hong Kong, but in mid-1967, during
the uncertain times of the Cultural Revolution,
we flew it to Sydney for safekeeping. Time passed
and then, in 1992, my mother, Lee Yon Kwan Wan
(李容貫雲) and I brought the boulder back to
Hong Kong. The time was right for it to be polished
and then sold. (Note: In 1989 Burma reverted its
official English name to the “Union of Myanmar”.)
裕林居
鼎字壹號玉壹件
重壹百零壹斤

Fig. 1 The Royal Jade Boulder marked with its weight and serial number

寫上編號及重量的權玉翡翠硬玉原石
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Fig. 2 Lee, San Chiek, the author’s
father

作者父親李生澤先生
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Let me first give a short, general explanation
of how such rough jadeite is assessed prior to
processing and introduce some of the terminology
used in the jade industry. Then we will look at how
we were able to apply the method that is both art
and science to transform the Royal Jade Boulder
from a rock in a river bed into a fine selection of fei
cui jewels.

Base
地

Colour
Grain
色根

A1. Glossary of Common Trade Terms:
Skin (皮殼): the crust or exterior surface of a
jadeite boulder.
Wu (霧): Mandarin Chinese for “mist”. This term is
used to describe the layer of concentric iron oxide
rings between the skin and the interior portion of
the jadeite boulder.
B a s e (地) : A c o n c e p t d i f f i c u l t to t r a n s l a te
effectively but which is, in effect, a combination of
quality, texture, lustre and transparency depending
largely on crystal grain size and regularity.

Fig. 3a Colour Grain & Base

色根及地

Windows
水口

Colour Grain (色根): The penetration, direction and
spread of the area of natural green colouration
caused by chromium within a jadeite boulder. To
borrow a term from the diamond industry, this
is the most “makeable” material, i.e. the jadeite
that can be cut for jewellery or carving and thus
represents the owner’s major expected return on
investment of a fei cui boulder.
I m p e r i a l j a d e (帝皇玉/青石) : To p q u a l i t y
brilliant yellowish green jadeite of even, full,
colour saturation, with good vitreous lustre, high
transparency, clarity and fine texture.

Fig. 3b Windows on jade boulder

水口

Window (水口): A small opening that is ground
into the surface of a jade boulder so that buyers
may see and estimate the internal colour and
quality of the jade within.
Mountain Jade (山石): Jade boulder found in non
alluvial terrain on the mountain side, usually with
lower density and rough, angular and irregular
surfaces.
River Jade (水石): Jade rough retrieved from
alluvial deposits. These boulders have undergone
water erosion and consequently have a smoother,
eroded surface and rounded contours.
Huaigu (懷古): A popular cut for Jadeite Jade. It
can be translated as “Reminiscence Disc” (Cecilia
Lam, 2005); a double sided, rounded, donut
shaped disc.
49
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Fig. 4 The 4 parameters for the evaluation of the quality and
value of jadeite rough

翡翠硬玉原石的4個評估參數
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A2. Evaluation Parameters
There are 4 parameters for the evaluation of the
quality and estimated resale value of a rough
jadeite boulder: These four parameters, Skin
(皮殼), Wu (霧), Base (地) and Colour Grain (色根),
are what jade merchants take into consideration
when calculating both sale and purchase prices.
Parameter 1: Skin (皮殼)
The skin of the rough depends on where the
boulder has been mined or retrieved. It also
provides an indication of the state of the jadeite
Base that will be found within. The more even the
skin, the better the quality of the Base is likely
to be. Changes in colour patterns and texture on
the skin indicate that the Base will have similar
variations, which will affect the value of the rough.
Here are some examples:

Parameter 2: Wu (霧)
Jadeite Wu appears in various colours and forms.
For the purpose of evaluation, the most desirable
colours are white and yellow or a combination of
the two, although red Wu is also commercially
acceptable. Good translucency in the Wu indicates
that the Base and Colour Grain will be translucent
as well. Better translucency means that bigger
cabochons can be fashioned out of the rough,
thus commanding a higher purchase price for
the total estimated weight of the makeable green
portion and therefore the value of the whole
rough. Examples can be seen below.

Fig. 5 Mountain Jade: Thick and coarse yellowish skin (White
Wu/Mist)

黃皮白霧山石，皮殼粗厚

Fig. 7 Upper: Brown Wu (mountain jade). Lower: Mountain jade
with light brown Wu

上：褐霧（山石）
，下：淺褐霧/皮（山石）

Parameter 3: Colour Grain (色根)
The pictures on the next page show the main area
of makeable colour (Colour Grain) running through
the Royal Jade Boulder with its vitreous (glassy)
texture and the prized yellowish green colour (玻
璃種，足稠陽色色根) which will command a high
price.

Fig. 6 River Jade: skin is very smooth and thin (Red Wu/Mist)

紅霧水石，皮殼薄滑
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Fig. 8a shows the Royal Jade Boulder, original
and polished Colour Grain with even skin (皮
殼均勻), yellowish Wu (原身黃霧) and 100%
yellowish green Colour Grain (原身足稠陽色) with
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Polished Colour
Grain

推皮後的色根

Original Colour Grain

原生鬆花

Fig. 8a

Fig. 8b

Fig. 8c

花青地
Patchy
Green
Base

Best Colour
100%稠色
白地
White
Second Best
Base
Colour
70%稠色

Fig. 8 The Colour Grain in the
Royal Jade Boulder can be
seen to consist of 2 different
vitreous yellowish green hues:
100% yellowish green (Fig. 8c)
& 70% yellowish green (Fig. 8d).
The huaigu (Fig. 8c) and the
cabochon in the ring (Fig. 8d) in
the adjacent pictures illustrate
this difference in hue.

色根含有2個不同濃陽度鮮黃
綠色的玻璃種硬玉，分別為
100%色度(Fig. 8c)及70%色度
(Fig. 8d)。

F3
Fig. 8d

a vitreous texture (玻璃種). Buyers of a boulder
like this one could be totally confident about
3 out of the 4 parameters (Skin, Wu & Colour
Grain) for evaluating the rough even before any
polishing had been done or windows ground into
the skin. However, material that shows variations
of Base and Colour Grain, especially if it contains
numerous cracks, is not only given a substantially
lower valuation but the price estimation of such
material is unpredictable and therefore risky.
By bisecting the green Colour Grain (色根) in Fig. 8a
the owner of the stone can correctly estimate the
total weight of the makeable area as well as the
size, weight and potential value of each green
cabochon that could be cut from it; a scientific
approach to the valuation of the rough.
Parameter 4: Base (地)
Even the first glimpse of the Royal Jade Boulder
gave us clear visual indications that the Base of
the jadeite within the boulder would be of good
quality (Fig. 8a). The Base, a complicated concept
that is in effect an amalgam of texture, lustre,
transparency and overall quality depends largely
on the size and regularity of the jadeite’s crystal
grains. River Jade, with its thin skin will often
provide a preview of the Base within a boulder
when glimpses of the Wu and Colour Grain can be
visible through the skin. The more even the skin,
the better the quality of the base will be. The less
even the skin, the lower the quality of the base will
be.

B. O P E N I N G T H E R OYA L J A D E B O U L D E R
- BISECTION
The Bisection, or opening of a jadeite boulder, is
the most important procedure a jadeite dealer will
undertake. This is a record of the whole process of
assessing, grinding and then cutting the boulder
whose story this article tells.
Procedure: Obser vation of the Royal Jade
Boulder and recording of findings
Date: 19 November to 9 December 1992
Venue: Madam Lee’s Garage
B1. Initial observation and assessment
The Royal Jade Boulder was seen to have 4 main
faces (F1, F2, F3 and F4). The skin (石的皮殼) had
many indentations but very few cracks or flaws.
The colour and texture of the surface was similar
to incense wood (檀香皮/水翻砂) and it was quite
smooth.

Fig. 9 Royal Jade Boulder from the Sanka mine (101 catties)

緬甸山卡礦之權玉（重量：101斤）
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B2. Colour Grain (色根)
The Colour Grain was exposed in its original state
where it actually appeared quite intermittent (原生
鬆花). After some polishing, however, a continuous
line of Colour Grain could be seen (推皮後的色根).
This result was very favourable as the bigger the
area of green Colour Grain in a boulder, the more
bangles, cabochons, huaigus, etc, it should be
possible to cut from it.

F2

F3

F3

Fig. 12 Face 2 & Face 3 第二及第三個石面

Polished Colour
Grain

推皮後的色根

F1

Crack (裂)
Original Colour Grain

原生鬆花
玻璃種，足稠陽色，原身色根

Fig. 10 F1 (face 1): (r) the original state of the Colour Grain,
as the miner would first have seen it, & (l) the polished Colour
Grain

F4

F1（石面1）
：
（右）剛出礦時所見的原生鬆花和（左）推皮
後的色根

Polished Colour Grain (推皮後的色根): Opening
the boulder had revealed the Colour Grain to be
of the best jade colour, an intense yellowish-green
(足稠陽色), with a vitreous texture (足色玻璃種).
As can be seen from Fig. 12 (r), the solid area of
green could be seen to have splintered into just a
few grains of green here and there in Face 3.
The pictures below show the main Colour Grain
of Face 2 (F2) with the 8 windows (水口) and
the ridges (簾) between the windows left after
polishing. They show the numerous indentations
on the skin, which is quite even in texture and
colour, thus confirming that the appearance of the
skin can reveal the quality of the Base (地) within.
win

F2

dow
ridg s (水口
es (
簾) )

Fig. 11 (l) Face 2, (r) enlarging the windows

（左）第二個石面，
（右）水口放大圖

The Extent of the Area of Colour Grain
The team was able to see that although the green
Colour Grain penetrated from F2 to F3, it could
clearly be seen to be diminishing in volume and
colour intensity in F3.
2018 Volume XXXIX
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Yellowish Wu (黃霧)
Fig. 13 Face 4 第4個石面

Then also, the Colour Grain was seen to be much
lighter and splintered in Face 4 (Fig. 13). The Wu
(霧) was very translucent and yellowish. These 2
parameters indicated further to the working team
that the Base and Colour of the jade boulder
would be very translucent and of a fine texture
suitable to be cut en cabochon and into fine
bangles, huaigus, rectangular plaques, and fei cui
jewellery that would command a premium price.
However a crack was apparent on F4.
Procedure: Estimating the translucency of the
Colour Grain
Date: 19 November to 9 December 1992
Venue: Madam Lee’s Garage
B3. Estimating the translucency of the Colour
Grain
There are 3 methods used in the trade to estimate
the translucency of the Colour Grain. Our working
team used all three methods to ensure they could
achieve the most precise assessment possible
of the makeable volume and translucency of the
green Colour Grain. This is a vital assessment as
the value of the two pieces a buyer or maker can
cut from the Colour Grain increases exponentially
with the level of translucency.
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F3
Illuminated area
透光位代表稠色的透明度（水分）

Fig. 14 Method 1 方法1

F2

F2

F2

Fig. 16 Method 3 方法3

Fig. 15 Method 2 方法2

Method 1
A strong spotlight is shone onto the top of a dark
coloured card. The Colour Grain is illuminated and
the translucency penetration can be measured in
mm. However, the assessor is always aware that
the actual translucency could be less than the
illuminated measurement.
Method 2
The rim of the ray from the strong spot light
touches the Colour Grain, which serves the same
B4. Grinding through the Skin (皮殼) of the
Jadeite to reveal the Wu (霧) and to expose
the Colour Grain (色根)
We ground the brownish skin of the Royal Jade
Boulder using a hand held, straight, German KAVO
Dental Hand Piece and Diamond Wheel (Fig. 17).
Water was used to prevent burning caused by
friction & overheating and to flush away the debris.
The colour of the Wu was revealed to be yellowish-

function as the dark colour card in method 1.
Again, it is important to remember that the actual
translucency could be less than the illuminated
measurement.
Method 3
A dark colour card is placed on the ridge of the
window. A strong spotlight is shone onto the dark
colour card. The illuminated area illustrates the
translucency of the rough jadeite.

white and very translucent. After assessing the
colour revealed in the windows in their original
state, the windows were polished using a leather
mop with cobalt powder and water paste (Fig. 19)
so that the real translucency of the Colour Grain
could be fully revealed.
My father cut 2 sample pieces from the Colour
Grain visible in one of the windows of the Royal

F3

F2
F2

Fig. 17 Grinding away the Wu 磨掉玉霧

Fig. 18 Grinding Windows

開水口

Fig. 19 Polishing the Windows
to reveal the real translucency
of the Colour Grain

拋光水口
53
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Jade Boulder (Fig. 20), and had them polished to
show to potential buyers. The samples were cut
from the area of the best colour and translucency
penetration measurements for the 2 pieces were
0.06 Chinese inch (2.2mm, 6厘水) and 0.09
Chinese inch (3.3mm, 9厘水). We were later
informed by the master cutter of one of the buyers
that the translucency penetration measurement
for the area of 2nd best colour was 0.2 Chinese
inch (7.4mm, 2分水).

Colour Grain of the gem quality portion of the jade
so that they can offer a realistic purchase price.
This is calculated in tael (両) [1 tael is 37.8g].
Sometimes more than one cut may be necessary
to allow the observer to assess the Colour Grain.
We were delighted that this was not necessary in
this case because further cutting could have been
risky.
Cutting the jade open allows the buyer to assess
the green Colour Grain within the stone, including
how much of it is:
1. The best jadeite colour (100% saturation/
depth of hue of intense yellowish-green colour
[最佳足稠陽色]) of vitreous translucency (玻璃
種) and texture with minimal blemishes.

Fig. 20 Samples cut from the green Colour Grain of the
Royal Jade Boulder. Top: 3.3mm translucency penetration,
Bottom: 2.2mm translucency penetration

權玉色根樣本。上：9厘水，下：6厘水

2. T h e s e c o n d b e s t j a d e i t e c o l o u r ( 7 0 %
saturation/depth of hue of intense yellowishgreen colour [次佳稠陽色]).
This was how our working team proceeded with
the operation on the Royal Jade Boulder:

Procedure: Bisection of Royal Jade Boulder
Date: 12 March 1993
Venue: Dr Richard Lee’s dental clinic

First line

B5. The Bisection of the Royal Jade Boulder
Opening a jade boulder is the ultimate test. It will
reveal whether the deal on the boulder in question
is a loss or a gain. Here are some admonitions
well known among the Yunnan Fei Cui dealers:
1. Observe more, buy less. Grind more, cut less.
2. The first cut may make one poor, but the
second may make one rich.
3. 9 out of 10 purchases will lose you money.
9 out of 10 cuts will decrease the value of the
rough.
4. The rough does not deceive; it is people who
deceive themselves.

Second line
F2

Fig. 21 Lines marked for bisection 剖石前先劃剖切線位

雲南翡翠行內術語：
1. 多看少買，多磨少𠝹。
2. 一刀窮，兩刀富。
3. 十買九虧，十切九折。
4. 石不欺人，人自欺。
The purpose of bisecting a stone - cutting it into
two roughly equal portions in terms of colour
distribution - is to prepare the jadeite rough for
sale or fashioning. Once cut, buyers can more
easily estimate the total makeable weight of the
2018 Volume XXXIX
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F2
Fig. 22 The space needed to cut a bangle was calculated and
the bisection plotted to accommodate this

開料時預留足夠一只手鐲的位置
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A first cutting line was marked out (Fig. 21) but
then it was decided to leave enough space for a
bangle to be cut if the material proved suitable. A
second line was therefore cut; its position being
determined by the width of a bangle (Fig. 22).
Then a German diamond coated cutting disc was
carefully placed against the cutting line and the
Royal Jade Boulder was clamped into place for
bisection. The diameter of this disc exceeded 24
inches (excluding the axle). The stone remained
tightly clamped throughout the sawing procedure.

細身46斤
Small portion
46 catties

大身53斤
Bigger portion
53 catties

Fig. 25 The bisection faces 剖切面
1 catty = 1.33 lb, 1 catty = 16 taels

F1

F2

F3

Fig. 23 Clamping the Royal Jade Boulder against the bisecting
line marked on Face 2

大身 (53斤/71 lbs)
848 taels (両)

細身 (46斤/61 lbs)
736 taels (両)

Bigger Portion

Smaller Portion

Fig. 26 The Royal Jade Boulder – now cut into two portions
(L) 53 catties - 71 lbs or 32.21kg, (R) 46 catties – 61 lbs or
27.67kg

已剖開的權玉

按第2面的劃線鉗緊及對齊剖切位

F2
F2
F1

Best Colour

100%稠色

F1

花青地
Patchy
Green
Base

白地

White
Base

大身 Bigger Portion

Second Best
Colour

70%稠色

F3

細身 Smaller Portion

Fig. 24 (l) Bisection of the Royal Jade Boulder,
(r) Close-up view

Fig. 27 The colour distribution is clearly apparent in the
2 portions of the Royal Jade Boulder

B6. Bisection Complete
The results were ideal. It was a perfect bisection
allowing us to estimate easily the makeable weight
of both the portion that would yield the best gem
quality jadeite and the portion that contained the
second best, but still makeable, green colour.

The weight of the Colour Grain in the larger portion
of the Royal Jade Boulder was estimated to be
40-45 taels (approx 1.51kg to 1.7kg). The weight
of the Colour Grain in the smaller portion was
estimated to be 55-60 taels (approx 2.08kg to
2.27kg).

剖開兩邊之權玉的顏色分佈

（左）𠝹開權玉，（右）近觀圖
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C. THE FOUR DIFFERENT PLANES OF THE
COLOUR GRAIN – THE “3-D EFFECT”
For the purposes of greater clarity, I have used
what are usually medical terms when discussing
the planes of the boulder as I believe these help to
give a precise visualization.
Procedure: Recording the vital statistics of
the 2 portions of the Royal Jade
Boulder produced by the bisection
Date: 18 May 1995
Venue: Dr Richard Lee’s residence
It was now possible to get a realistic 3D
impression of the Colour Grain, permitting a more
accurate calculation of the weight and value
of the Colour Grain and the jewellery that could
be fashioned from it. So, measurements were
taken again, using 2 separate methods, to confirm
the initial calculations made when assessing
the unopened boulder. Details are given below
(Figs. 33 & 34).

Fig. 28 The working team (l-r): General Manager, See Kwan;
Richard Shing Kwong Lee; The owner of the stone, my Mother,
Lee Yon Kwan Wan; Chief Technician, Lee Chung; Hank Shing
Yiu Lee

工作團隊：總經理施鈞，李承光，石主李容貫雲，首席技
師李仲，李承耀

C1. Analyse the Colour Grain

Fig. 29 The coronal plane, sagittal plane & the transverse plane 陽面、陰面及橫頭紋

F2

15”

Sagittal plane 陰面逆紋
Fig. 30 The author, holding the smaller of the two portions of
the bisected Royal Jade Boulder, and showing the sagittal plane
of the Colour Grain in that portion.

作者手持細身顯示色根的逆紋陰面
2018 Volume XXXIX
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Fig. 31 The coronal/sagittal plane on the other side of the
smaller portion of the Royal Jade Boulder. (view from top)

細身的另一面：半陽面順逆紋（鳥瞰圖）
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half coronal plane
with 8 windows

Smaller portion 細身
coronal plane
facing
upwards

F2

照片和草圖說明權玉內色根
的3個平面（陽面順紋、
陰面逆紋及橫頭紋）

F2
F3

F3
Sagittal Plane (逆紋陰面)

Transverse Plane (橫頭紋)

C2. Estimation of the Translucency Penetration
(估算水分/透明度) of the Colour Grain on
the Sagittal Plane of the Bisected Royal
Jade Boulder
Second Best
Colour

Sagittal Plane
(逆紋陰面)

70% 稠色

Transverse
Plane
(橫頭紋)

Fig. 33 Method 1 方法一

Method 1
The rim of the lamp touches the transverse plane
(橫頭紋): the translucency penetration is up to
0.3 Chinese inch (11.1mm, 3分水). Adjustments
are made to the estimation as the translucency
penetration observed is less than its actual
translucency penetration since light is transmitted
through the stone at 90º.
This part of the Colour Grain is the second best
yellowish green colour, suitable for cutting en
cabochon.
Sagittal Plane
(逆紋陰面)

Fig. 34 Method 2 方法二

Method 2
The rim of the lamp touches the Sagittal Plane
(逆紋/陰面): the translucency penetration is 0.2
Chinese inch (7.4mm, 2分水), adjustment required.
This part is of the best yellowish green colour,
suitable for cutting huaigu.
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Decoding the Colour Grain

C3. 3-Dimensional Assessment Using the
Different Planes of the Colour Grain: (Fig. 29)
Due to the polycrystalline aggregate structure
of jadeite, the hue and tone of the Colour Grain
will vary when a stone is viewed from different
angles and this affects the price calculations and
final plotting of the material for fashioning. This is
something that every miner considers as soon as
he handles a boulder for the first time, knowing
from experience which orientation will form which
planes.
General rules are:

F3

57

F i g . 3 2 P h o to g r a p h a n d
diagram illustrating the 3
planes (coronal, sagittal &
transverse) of the Colour Grain
inside the Royal Jade Boulder

1. The Coronal Plane (陽面/順紋) and dorsal
aspect of the Colour Grain - facing upwards.
The colour of the coronal plane is even and
not over intense. This is the aspect which will
eventually be seen by the wearer, so it is the
most suitable for the fashioning of jewellery
pieces, e.g. bangles (手鐲), cabochon (疍面/弧
面型), huaigu (懷古), carvings (花件), etc.
2 The colour of the Sagittal plane (陰面/逆紋) is
too intense and the tone too dark to be used
as the top/dorsal aspect of the cabochon.
3. The Transverse Plane (橫頭紋) is usually too
intense in colour, and can be rather spotted, so
it is also not suitable for use as the top/dorsal
aspect of the cabochon.
4. The Half Coronal/Half Sagittal Plane (半陽
面/順逆紋) retains features of 1 and 2, and so
it can sometimes be used as the top/dorsal
aspect of the cabochon.
C4. 3-Dimensional Assessment - Plotting what
possible jewellery types could be cut from
the rough
This is important, as their potential value must
form part of the calculation of the value of the
rough.
When the Royal Jade Boulder was opened up, the
Coronal Plane (陽面/順紋) of the Colour Grain was
not visible because it was still embedded in the
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rock. The Colour Grain could, however, be seen to
extend from the bisected surface (Sagittal Plane
陰面/逆紋) right through to the skin of the boulder
where the 8 windows had been ground (Half
Coronal/Half Sagittal Plane 半陽面/順逆紋)(Fig.
35). The Transverse Plane (橫頭紋), on the far left
in the diagram below, is shown in orange.
D. THE END OF THE STORY
These calculations made, the working team and
the owner of the Royal Jade Boulder, my Mother,
Madam Lee Yon Kwan Wan (李容貫雲), were
able to assess the value of the piece. They had

also opened the piece sufficiently to enable any
potential buyer and carver to plot a future for the
rough in the number and types of jewellery pieces
that would be cut from it. Buyers of the Royal Jade
Boulder could move straight on to make their
fashioning decisions.
This then is the story of one, special stone, but
these same calculations are those that must
be made every day by owners and buyers alike
- making a science out of the art of reading of
jadeite rough.

Fig. 35 Diagram showing consideration of the transverse plane of Fig. 31 (view from top)
Fig. 31中，橫頭紋的考量（鳥瞰圖）
Transverse Plane

Sagittal
Plane

F3

Fig. 36 A white bangle core and a bangle of 11.1mm thick are used as measurement guides against the Colour Grain of the
Sagittal Plane

利用3分厚的白色玉鐲芯和玉鐲測量陰面逆紋的色根

Fig. 37 A few pieces of the fine Fei Cui jewellery - imperial jade with vitreous lustre - cut from the Royal Jade Boulder mined from the
Sanka Mine in the early 1960s.
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E. POST SCRIPT/APPENDIX
When assessing the translucency (透光度水分) and texture (質) of cut jadeite jewellery the following
should be taken into consideration:
Visual Indication of the Vitreous Texture of Fei Cui (翡翠玻璃種的視覺效果)
Visual effects at curved edges of cabochon, huaigu and carvings are due to micro-fine light dispersion
and reflection caused by the aggregate crystal structure of the jade, resulting in the visual perception
of depth of colour at the outer edge of the cut jewellery (colour at rim) and light reflection at the edge
(reflection at edge/rim) of the jewellery.
疍面（弧面型）、懷古及花件的孤形邊緣 能看見的“顏色走邊”及“翠光走邊”效果是因為極幼結
晶體微粒對光線產生漫射及反光作用的結果。

Fig. 38 Jadeite huaigu & cabochons with beautiful vitreous texture: (l) Concentration of colour at the outer edge of a huaigu cut
from the Royal Jade Boulder (colour at rim), (m) fei cui cabochon also with vitreous texture: concentration of reflected light can be
seen at the lower edge of the cabochon, which appears dark at the upper edge, but bright at the lower edge (reflection at edge); (r) a
clear example of light reflection at the rim of a fei cui cabochon with excellent vitreous texture (reflection at rim)

玻璃種翡翠：
（左）從權玉中切割之懷古：顏色走邊；
（中）玻璃種疍面：翠光聚於下方，上黑下光；
（右）翠光走邊之玻
璃種翡翠疍面（弧面型）
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